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QUESTION 1

Which of the following components has a direct influence on the logistics processes? (Choose four) 

A. Material Management 

B. Plant Maintenance 

C. Quality Management 

D. Production 

E. Logistics Execution 

F. Sales and Distribution 

Correct Answer: ADEF 

 

QUESTION 2

What are the steps involved in the picking process Using Warehouse Management? (Choose four) 

A. Printing of transfer orders 

B. Printing of transfer requirements 

C. Post goods issue 

D. Confirmation of quantities 

E. Creation of transfer requirements for outbound delivery 

F. Creation of transfer order for outbound delivery 

Correct Answer: ACDF 

 

QUESTION 3

We are using the staging for a work order using the WM-PP interface. What are its features? (Choose three) 

A. The transfer requirement is not created as a result of a goods issue posting or another Inventory Management
posting, but rather using requests created with special transactions either in a separate step or directly out of the work
order 

B. The requested components are sent to a separate interim storage type "production supply" 

C. The requested components are transferred to a goods issue area 

D. The goods issue posting for the components used in the production process completes the staging process 

Correct Answer: ABD 
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QUESTION 4

How the Putaway with Preplanning from production handled in SAP ECC? (Choose three) 

A. Storage units can be generated beforehand for a goods receipt from production 

B. Before the physical goods receipt occurs, the transfer order is created from the goods receipt are in the identification
point with the generation of the storage units 

C. If the production has finished manufacturing, the transfer order item for the storage unit can be putaway into the
physical warehouse 

D. The same can be used for goods issue process also 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 5

We have planned to use Two-Step Stock Transfer procedure with stock transport order. What are its features? (Choose
three) 

A. Stock in transit is created when goods issue is posted 

B. Goods receipt is posted when the goods are issued from the delivery plant 

C. We can post the goods receipt to unrestricted-use stock only 

D. Stock in transit is valuated and managed at the level of the receiving plant 

E. The withdrawal of stock is always from the unrestricted-use stock 

Correct Answer: ADE 

 

QUESTION 6

You have been asked to make a setting so that the batch number on the physical inventory list is always displayed. How
do you ensure this prerequisite? 

A. Copy and change the report of transaction LI04 "Print inventory list" 

B. Maintain a transaction variant for LI04 "Print inventory list" 

C. Maintain the "Define default values" for each storage types 

D. Maintain the "Define default values" for each warehouse number 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7
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How does the system distributes documents between the SAP ERP and Decentralized Warehouse Management? 

A. IDocs 

B. Radio Frequencies 

C. Transactional Remote Functional call (tRFC) connection 

D. Core Interface (CIF) 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

What are the features of stringent FIFO strategy for stock removals? (Choose three) 

A. The system always proposes the oldest quant of the relevant material across all the storage types 

B. It is advisable to use this strategy, if we want to remove the oldest quant from the entire warehouse number 

C. We set the indicator *** in the field for the first storage type in the search sequence 

D. We can use this strategy along with an addition to stock putaway strategy 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 9

What is the purpose of the storage bin field in the "Warehouse Mgmt 2" view of the material master? 

A. To identify the fixed storage bin for that material in the storage type 

B. To identify the next empty storage bin for that material in the storage type 

C. To identify the open storage bin for that material in the storage type 

D. To identify the bulk storage bin for that material in the storage type 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

What influences the immediate creation of transfer orders in the background when goods are received? 

A. WM requirement type 

B. WM movement type 

C. IM/WM interface table 

D. IM movement type 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

Your organization wants to use Warehouse Management with Quality Management only, so what are the requirements?
(Choose two) 

A. The item categories of the inbound delivery is allowed to be relevant to putaway 

B. The item categories of the inbound delivery are not allowed to be relevant to putaway 

C. We have to pack the materials in the inbound delivery before we book the good receipt 

D. The good receipt posting for purchase order items will be done using MIGO Transaction 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 12

Which if the following fields are to be verified for the confirmation of the transfer order when we are using mobile data
entry in the warehouse? (Choose five) 

A. Storage bins 

B. Handling unit 

C. Quantity 

D. Storage unit number 

E. Source and destination bin 

F. Storage unit number 

Correct Answer: ACDEF 

 

QUESTION 13

You have activated the capacity check based on the maximum weight of the storage bin. What are it features? (Choose
three) 

A. The system checks both the relevant data in the storage bin master record and the total gross weight of the material
to be putaway according to the material master 

B. The system only allows one storage unit per storage bin in this storage type 

C. To use this check method, we have to enter weight data in both the storage bin and material master records 

D. The system updates the capacity used and the remaining capacity at storage bin level 

Correct Answer: BCD 
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QUESTION 14

When a goods are received the transfer orders for the same is created automatically in the background. Which of the
following factors influence the same? 

A. Inventory Management movement type 

B. Warehouse Management movement type 

C. Warehouse Management requirement type 

D. Inventory Management/Warehouse Management interface table 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 15

What are the factors which determine the scheduling of a material in outbound delivery? 

A. Transit time 

B. Loading time 

C. Pick/pack time 

D. Transportation lead time 

E. All the above 

Correct Answer: E 
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